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is the recurrent suspicion that more than half of the people are right more than half of the time..

E.B. White

tete of the Union

ivs final

Busts
Wendy Gibilisco
Voice Staff

Congress to support bills that appropriate funding for private education
to provide more opportunities to the
underprivileged. He called for more
private school vouchers and the
expansion of consumer choices for
private medicine instead of having
the government provide healthcare.

announced that 20,000 troops would
be returning home in the upcoming
months, a decision applauded by
everyone in the audience. Yet when
he mentioned to the audience that
Iraq has been a success so far, there
was little response.
Bush's visions for foreign policy,
renewable technology and human
rights issues tended to be liberal. He
declared support for a two-sta- te
solution in "the holy land" and funding for scientists whose work is
directed at finding renewable technologies. Bush received a standing
ovation, saying that it is the duty of
the United States to fight human
rights violations abroad, specifically
mentioning Sudan and Burma.
Another aspect of the speech was
the audience response. There was a
thick, yet invisible divide running
down the center of the room;
Democrats
and
to the
left,
Republicans to the right. At times
the right. side of the room had a
standing ovation while the left
remained silent. On rare occasions,

On Monday evening at 9 p.m.,
W. Bush went
before his constituents for his final
State of the Union Address. He
talked about issues that concern
Americans most: the upcoming election, the economy, education, renewW. Bush
He
able and clean technology, healthsaid
he will
care, foreign policy, the war in Iraq
and global human rights violations.
all bills
Bush began the address by
explaining what bills he believes
taxes, and will also veto
Congress should pass to battle the
all earmark's (federal
possible recession. In order, to boost
the economy, he and Speaker of the
set aside for
House Nancy Pelosi came to the
have
projects)
decision of providing another tax
cut in the upcoming year. He said
voted
. been discussed
that he will veto all bills increasing
taxes, and will also veto all earmarks
on in Congress.
(federal funding set aside for projects) that have not been discussed or
Bush also outlined his ideas for
voted on in Congress.
moving forward in Iraq. He requestBush also talked about healthcare
ed that Congress allot more funding
and education.
He pushed for
for projects in FIraq.- He also

President George

George
that
veto
increasing

funding

that

not

or
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Two eclectic classes offered
cipline and academic interests.
Shaya explained, "As a historian,
I'm interested in where things come
There are a few new courses being from, how they're used, and how they
implemented at the College this year. change."
Most interesting among them are
He provided the example of capclasses involving caffeine and alterpuccino, saying, "It's a manifestation
native lifestyles: topics applicable to of more than a thousand years of
the student demography.
coffee history. If I could look deeply
Fill up your new Wooster mug into my cup, I'd see a hundred things:
with some java and head to Cotfee the early cultivation of the coffee
Class! One of Wooster's recent bean In the Arab world, the rise of
course catalogue additionssounds
coffeehouses in the Middle East and
like a caffeine addict's dream come-trueEurope, the transformation of vast
The class is devoted to learning territories where coffee was a source
about the historical, psychological,
of wealth, the development of
artistic, biological and economic espresso drinks in the 20th century,
a permastructures behind coffee
and more."
nent fixture in the lives of many
Allyson Palmer '10, a biochemistry
exhausted students at Wooster.
and molecular biology major as well
as a French minor, has little flexibil, The "Coffee Course" is being team-taug- ht
across disciplines by assistant
ity with her schedule because of the
professor of history Greg Shaya, demands of her major and minor.
assistant professor of psychology
Fortunately, she found the time to
Amy Jo Stavnezer, professor of Art incorporate the Coffee Course into
Walter Zurko, associate professor of her busy schedule.
biology Dean Fraga and assistant
"In the Coffee Course, I'll be able
economics
of
Jim
professor
to learn some economics, history,,
Warner.
Each professor is approaching the psychology and art which may not
course from his or her respective dis
have been possible otherwise," she-

tion, innovation and excitement."
Fraga echoed these sentiments
about the interdisciplinary foundation of the course. He said, "This
class is a huge amount of fun,
because as academics, we all share a
love of learning and &re all very
excited at the prospect of learning
from each other about something
with which we all, share an interest."
Natalya Rapundalo '08, an art history major, is looking forward to
"learning about the social aspects
that surround the coffee culture, how
people interact around coffee and
how this changes by cultural region."
Another landmark course being
taught at Wooster this semester is
"20th Century Gay Male Fiction in
the United States," offered by the
English department and taught by

,

.

(

visiting
,

-

-

students at Common Grounds

On Monday evening,

--

watched as President George W. Bush gave his final State
of the Union Address, in which he addressed issues such
as the Iraq war and the U.S. recession (Photo by Gregory
'
Carlisle).
the entire room had a standing ova- yet the divide remained.
Ironically, when Bush called for bilat- -

eral discussions between party mem-tio- n,
bers was one of the scarce times the
entire hall rose and clapped.

at Woo Sterba delivers lecture

said. "The Coffee Course is an exameducaple of why I am at Wooster
tion across the disciplines, collabora-

Taylor Swope
Chief Copy Editor

W

assistant

professor 'of

English Karl Woelz, who has been
teaching queer studies courses for
over a decade.
See "New Classes," page 5

Broken power line blacks out Wooster campus

lasting from 8:15 p.m. to just after
This Tuesday, Jan. 29, the campus had a black-o11 p.m. The cause was a broken power line, caused by high winds. A portion of the
power line hit a student, who was transferred to Wooster Community Hospital for
examination, and then released (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh)..
ut

to promote his ideas
of liberty and equality
Emily Ryan
Voice Staff

He further asserts that the poor's
is morally
superior to the rich's liberty to keep
excess resources. There is no other
plausible resolution, he says, if libertarians wish to put forward a moral
resolution. This welfare requirement
that satisfies everyone's basic needs,
he believes, would lead to equality.
To those .who would argue that
there is "too much required altruism"
in Sterba's plan to redistribute the
rich's luxury surplus to the poor, he
says that the current libertarian state
actually requires more coerced altruism than would his ideal welfare
state.
His logic rests on the fact that the
poor must sit back and accept a life
without sufficient resources so that
the rich can have their surplus luxury This, he claimed wryly, requires
more altruism than would be expected of the wealthy.
In the lecture, Sterba also voiced
his concern about the' current high
consumption level of resources,
especially in developed countries.
He worries what life will be like for
future generations who must face the
repercussions caused by such excessive use.
Sterba believes that everyone
should attempt to live at a basic
needs level, "securing for ourselves a
decent life, but not more."
He recognizes the sacrifices both
his welfare state and resource conservation plan would demand of
many people, and admits it is hard
even for him to cut back on unnecessary consumption. But, he believes
that the desire of people to be morally good will eventually lead them
down that path. "What is the alternative?" he asked.
rt
Great Decisions lecThe
is
held in the Gault
series
ture
Recital Hall of Scheide . Music
Center. All lectures, which are on
Tuesday until Feb 26, begin at 7:30
'
p.m. and are free and open to the
public.

liberty to escape poverty

This past Tuesday, Jan. 29, the
Great Decisions lecture series continued with a tgilk given by James
Sterba, Professor of Philosophy "at
the University of Notre Dame, in
which he addressed "Our Basic
Human Right is a Right to Liberty,
and It Leads to Equality."
Sterba began his lecture by noting
that a generally agreed upon definition of justice includes the idea that
people will get what it is that they
deserve.
In most cases, however, debate
arises over what exactly it is that a
person, or people, deserve. Sterba
believes that all people are deserving
of sufficient resources to satisfy
their basic needs.
Sterba used libertarianism,. or the
belief in a strong right to liberty, as
the basis of his discussion.
Libertarians are generally opposed
to ideas of a coercive welfare. program or government intervention in
society or the economy.
They put the concept of liberty
first and foremost. For example, they
would not support taking money
from the rich in order to benefit the
poor, for such an action would be an
infringement on the rights of the
wealthy. Their argument runs that
the liberty of the poor is not threatened, so no outside intervention is
required.
Sterba, however, argues that thet
poor's liberty is, in fact, at stake. He
claims that the poor's negative right
not to be interfered with is being
violated.
The ethical solution, he says, lies
in asking the rich to give up some of
their surplus luxury rights to help
those who are impoverished meet
their basic needs.
He believes that such an answer is
not unreasonable, or certainly no
more so than "requiring the poor to
sit back and starve to death."
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Tim Gilliss shares his experience as a child actor, as well

as his involvement with the
College's theater program.
Read more on page
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The Wooster indoor track
team kicked off their season at the Denison
Lid-Lift- er

this

past Saturday.

See more on page
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Researchers publish unexpected discovery

NATION

John Edwards drops
out of Democratic race

Cassiel Archdeacon
Voice Staff

It is uncommon for a scholar to get
his or her undergraduate research
Presidential hopeful John Edwards
published, but that is the case for
dropped out of the Democratic race
geology major Andrew Milligan '08.
Wednesday.
With the opportunity that Wooster's
"It is time for me to step aside so Mark Wilson, Professor of Natural
that history can blaze its path," the Sciences and Geology, offered him to
former Senator said in New Orleans,
venture to Estonia to study
where he had announced his candiOrdovician fossilshis undergraduate
dacy last year.
publication was made possible.
Edwards reportedly got pledges
Their trip to the Baltics last sumfrom Hillary Clinton and Barack
mer was fueled by a desire to further
Obama that they would fight to end
research extinct cystoid fossils and
their exterior encrusters that Wilson
poverty,, a mission which Edwards
referred to as "the cause of my life." had previously found in Estonia.
Edwards collected 26 delegates for
However, they did not expect to make
his party's nomination.
the kind of groundbreaking discovery that they did.
drops
The cystoids they gathered in an
Estonian shale quarry are relatives of
race today's starfish and sea urchins and
are the most common fossils in this
Rudolph Giuliani dropped out of region. Many of them are covered in
the race for the Republican nomine
what the geological world refers to as
tion Wednesday, after a disappointing
encrusters, or skeletal remains of
showing in the Florida primary.
other species. It is here that their surSenator John McCain took the state, prising discovery was made.
winning all 56 of its delegates. The
Prior to this, these encrusters were
Arizona Senator is now in a race with believed to have lived simultaneously
Mitt Romney, former Governor of with their hosts, a logical conviction.
Massachusetts. After removing him
Wilson and Milligan's research disself from the race, Giuliani endorsed proves this long-he-ld
belief, however.
his longtime friend, MqCain.

Rudy Giuliani
out of Republican

Short-ter-m

Voice

interest rate

cut to avoid recession

What they found was that the
encrusters had not been living on the
cystoids themselves, but rather on
fossils and minerals of the cystoids
that had very quickly formed inside
the shell of the dead eystoid.
The new question then arises of
how these fossils were able to form so
quickly on the seafloor. By slicing the
fossils and noting how the crystals
have formed and their relation to
skeletal remnants, Milligan
is
attempting to determine the chronology of this encrusting as well as any
identifiable patterns in the crystallization process. Through this, the
geological "dream team" hopes to
learn which types of organisms later
encrusted the "crystal balls" and
more about the environment in which
these organisms lived and died.
Wilson and Milligan presented
their findings over winter break in
Sweden. It is no surprise that it was
well received by their paleontologist
counterparts, as the discovery about
fossils is giving way to
. these
astounding information about the
seawater's chemistry 450 million
years ago,
"The cool part is that fossils can
er
provide direct evidence of how
has changed over time, which
is a function of the changing atmosphere, which is ultimately caused by
sea-wat-

w

...

Andrew Milligan '08, while working with professor of natural
sciences and geology Mark Wilson in Estonia, made a
groundbreaking discovery regarding cystoid fossils last sum-m(Photo courtesy Mark Wilson),

er

patterns of plate tectonics." said
Wilson. "These little fossils, then,
reflect the story of global change

Milligan's I.S. focuses on .this
research and once the truth behind
these cystoid fossils is found it will
be instrumental to his thesis.

over time."

-
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Wellness Center to debut new forum series
disease, Esselstyn is known for his
surgical expertise in endocrine and
breast disease. He has chaired the,
Cleveland Clinic's Breast Cancer
Task Force and served as the president of staff and as a member of the
Board of Governors.
On Tuesday, Feb. 26, Susan Albers
Bowling '97, from the Cleveland
Clinic Women's Health Center, will

director for the Cleveland Clinic's
Center for Integrative Medicine, will
Voice Staff
The Federal Reserve cut its short-ter- m
present "Integrative Medicine: The
nt
interest rate by a
The Longbrake Student Wellness
Big Picture" on Thursday, April 10.
age point on Wednesday, as part of Center will be hosting a Wellness
Dean said that Edwards will give a
ongoing attempts to avoid the Forum featuring four nationally
Emeritus
of
Nutritional "broad look at complementary mediknown speakers from February to
increasing risk of a U.S. recession.
Biochemistry at Cornell University
cine ... and its integration with conU.S. stocks soared when news
April.
and Project Director of the
She teaches
ventional medicine."
broke of the rate cut.
The forum,
by the
Diet and Health complementary and alternative medCleveland Clinic and Buehler's Fresh
Wednesday's cut marked the sec
Project, will lecture on The China icine courses at Case Western
ond rate reduction in eight days, and
Foods, begins Tuesday, Feb.
Reserve
University's
'"""
1
I
I
the fifth rate cut since September. 5, when Caldwell Esselstyn
I
School
Medicine
and is
of
i
'
Federal officials signal that further will deliver "Prevent and
advisor
the
for
faculty
the
'
s"
..
i; Reverse Heart Disease.r : :
cuts may follow.
Medicine
Integrative
Esselstyn, the .author of
group and the' Student
"
'
Retarse
and'
"Prevent
Heart
Medical
National
refuses to
Disease," has been an associAssociation.
ate of the Cleveland Clinic
This is the first
1
for 40 years and will discuss
,
Wellness Forum at The
Michael
General
Attorney
the importance of diet and
Caldwell Esselstyn
T. Colin Campbell
Susan Albers Bowling
College
of Wooster,
Tanya Edwards
Mukasey refused to call waterboardnutrition in the cure for heart
Author and Health
Author and Health
Professor Emeritus
though Dean says he
Health Professional
disease.
ing an official form of torture durProfessional
Cornell University
hopes to make this an
Professional
ing Senate testimony Wednesday. He
In ' conjunction
with
annual event, complete
did note, however, that if the controHealth
lecture,
Esselstyn's
present "Mindful Eating," a presenStudy's health and nutrition findings, with a turnout similar to the fall
versial technique were performed on Promotion Coordinator Dan Dean is tation of her books "Eating which identify a link between nutriforum. "Wellness and health issues
him, he would have "felt that it was" sponsoring a campus-wid- e
"Wear
Mindfully", and "Mindful Eating tion and heart disease, diabetes and are so important today ... they can
a torture technique.
Red Day" to raise awareness of 101." Dean said Albers will emphacancer. Dean says both Esselstyn
serve as a vehicle for other topics.
Waterboarding consists of strapwomen with heart disease. Students
size "the mindfulness of eating and and Campbell present important
The building blocks for good health
ping someone to a surface, covering
are encouraged to wear red on that
how to have a healthy relationship
information on "understanding the in the short term and the long term
the person's face with cloth, and date and red dress stickers will be between food, body and mind." She role of nutrition in illness" and how start now."
pouring water on the face to simugiven out during the lunch hour in specializes in eating and mood disorAll Wellness Forum Events will be
nutrition is intertwined with long-ter-m
late the sense of drowning.
Lowry on Feb. 5.
ders, relationship issues and sexual
health issues.
held in McGaw Chapel at 7 p.m. The
According to U.S. law, interrogaIn addition to his work on heart
concerns, and is a member of the
Finally, Tanya Edwards, medical forum is free and open to the public.
tion by torture is illegal.
half-perce-

co-sponso-

red

,

iff

Mukasey
call
waterboarding torture
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Panel focuses the nation on climate change

The worst winter that China has

In last week's issue, the Great
Decisions story on page 2 was attributed to Emily Tarr. It should have
been attributed to Emily Ryan. An
editor erred.
4
In last week's Arts secton, the article on the 5 Colleges show said the
show was organized by the Cleveland
Institute of Art. It was actually
organized by The College of Wooster
Art Museum. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections to

ell

(r

economy in China

Briefs compiled by Justine McCullough

China-Oxford-Corn-

y

Harsh winter harms

seen in over 50 years has resulted in
increased economic problems for the
country.
According to the Civil Affairs
Ministry, the weather has halted
transportation and caused major
power problems, resulting in a $4.5
billion economic hit.
Ruined crops have led to high food
prices, and stores have low inventory
because there is no way to transport
products.
The Chinese are currently in the
middle of the Lunar New Year holiday, which is typically the nation's
biggest shopping season.
Approximately 50 people have died
as a result of the frigid conditions.

Academy of Eating Disorders.
"The China Study" author T. Colin
Campbell will present his findings at
the third forum event, on Tuesday,
March 11. Campbell, Professor

1

Alexandra DeGrandchamp

Visiting professor Johannes Koch organized the forum
Focus the Nation to raise awareness on the effects of cli
mate change (Photo by Maureen Sill).
Alex Cacioppo
Voice Staff
Johannes (Joe) Koch, visiting professor of geology, organized a forum entitled "Focus the Nation" that took place
Wednesday night, Jan. 30, in Lowry
student center at the faculty lounge.
Roughly 40 people attended, mostly
students; a handful of local volunteers
in sustainable energy work were also
present, including Keith Brown, who
heads the Wayne County Sustainable
Energy Network and sat on the panel.
The evenj was orchestrated as part
of "a national initiative," as Susan
Clayton, a psychology professor at the
College who moderated the forum,
described it, to deal not only with the
deleterious consequences of climate
change but, in addition, throw into

focus how, on an individual level, with
available technologies, ordinary people
can help "mitigate" those effects.
The main presentation was given by
Koch, who gave a PowerPoint presen-

tation subtitled

"Global Warming
Solutions for America." The College of
Wooster is part of over 1,700 other
"institutions that are involved across
the country" in the effort.
Thq purpose, said Clayton, was to
demonstrate that "it is possible to
address climate change" and to
"achieve empowerment." Koch began
with a general overview of the situation, which encompasses several features of the global climate system,
including forests, glaciers, mountain
"snowpack," natural habitats and biodiversity.
Koch's expertise is on glaciers, and

these formed the bulk of his presentation, spotlighting the apparent recession and disappearance of glacial sites
worldwide as indicative of global climate change. Relying upon data from
the Intergovernmental
Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), which released
several reports last year, Koch declared
that humans "are playing a role in global warming." This is known as the
anthropocentric view.
"We are obviously losing ice mass all
around the globe," Koch said. "It really
is a global event. ... Things are really
speeding up these days."
Dan Herms of the Ohio Agricultural
Research and Development Center
(OARDC), spoke of the human impact
of the glacial evaporation, citing a
researcher in Al Gore's film "An
Inconvenient Truth," who said that two
to three billion people "depend upon the
water supply" from those glaciers.
'The severe drought in the Darfur
region," Herms added, "while not
definitively linked to global warming is
highly consistent with models of global warming."
A key question
that was often
brought up for discussion was how people can adapt to a warmer world, and
what measures societies can take to
deal with the changed climate. Brown,
who also gave an address, commented
that Americans do not "have adult
political leadership ... we should be
thinking about adaptation."
"Look at New Orleans," Brown
added. 'They're building the levees
back to the same height they were
before." He and others at the forum
decried what they felt was the lack of

attainable solutions, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive. These
remedies included greater energy efficiency, use of nuclear power, on down
to everyday changes like switching to
fluorescent lightbulbs and driving less.
Herms, of the OARDC, cast his
remarks into a dichotomy between the
"best-cascenario," namely what can
be projected given these changes, versus "business as usual."
The difference, shown on the graphs
he provided, stated that, Under the
"best case," the world may face an additional increase of 1.1 to 2.9 degrees
Celsius. He repeatedly stressed that,
even without a carbon cap or stopping
carbon emissions entirely, a three-degrincrease is "already in the
se

ee

pipeline."
In effect,

and innovative approaches.
Koch drew on what he described as

best-ca-

se

scenario

entails, he said, at most almost a
centigrade increase in average
six-degr-

ee

world temperature. If human civilization continues at its present course,
Herms stated, the range will shift to
2.4 to 6.4 degrees, effectively creating a
increase over the course of
this century.
Chuck
Wagers,
Director
of
Hospitality, chipped in as well, going
through the steps the College is taking
to help combat the problem, for example a
program to set up
"a biofuel refinery" and plans to create
"a fleet of electric vehicles."
Brown also pointed to local efforts,
9.4-degr- ee

CCI-sponsor-

namely a

,

far-sight-

the

ed

solar-power-

ed

van in use cur-

rently at a Habitat for Humanity house
located three blocks north of campus
on Beall Avenue. "It takes one .small
thing ... to build a culture where we

ed

.

can change our ways and help change
the world," said Wager's.
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Editorial cartoon by Andy Maloney.

Send comments to AMaloney09wooster.edu.

Facing the inevitable Five dead in Toledo car crash:
call for social change moral vs. legal responsibilities
We face the radicalization of the
obvious. The Zeitgeist demands that
we deny what is right before.us and
give reality all manner of euphemistic

descriptions and evasions. We want
simple answers for everything. On the
other hand, the
social reality is
not so complicated that we cannot
speak of it. We
stand on the
self-destro-yed

alexcacioppo

scaffolds of the New

Right and the ashes of the New Left,
generations removed from the promises of social democracy and looking
toward an uncertain, chaotic future,
mindful of the need to rise above the
tired categories of "left" and "right"
and demonizations of the other. My
generation has enslaved itself to
trendy, escapist and cynical patterns of
thought, as we, to borrow the fan--,
guage of Port Huron, t look uncomfortably-to
the world that we inherit
from our vantage in our college dor- -

our government need not be reviewed
here. Have we been awake?
It should suffice to say that we cannot afford to approach the world as
liberals or conservatives, terms- now
more worthless than international
peacekeeping missions. "Liberal," for
example, when not a pejorative term
of abuse and derision, means in an
operative sense accommodating of
neocolonial foreign policy and "centrist" management of the domestic
statist
polity in an
direction for the sake of political
expediency (Clinton). It can at times
take on a charismatic form (Obama) or
fashion itself as a populist (Edwards),
but all are a far cry from traditional
Enlightenment notions of freedom
and equality. The term "conservative"
has been deformed to the point where
it is now beyond recognition.
Tocqueville wrote admiringly of
the' impressive "equality of conditions7 that gave meaning to freedom
in the United States. No big government enforced such conditions of life;
-

arch-regressi-

ve,

Over the past few weeks, twice I've others (aside from Michael Gagnon)
found myself in the company of one
are responsible for these accidental
of my friends making our way back to deaths, I'd like to be able to say I'm
our hometown of Granville, , Ohio. satisfied with the response to this
mile drive, twice
During the
event, but I can't.
V
I've found myself muddling through
In a legal sense, the responsible
party has been apprehended and I will
the moral quag
maintain my position in that regard,
mire ot our conversations. Twice but the thirst for moral justice has yet
I've found my leftto be fully resolved,
ist perspective on
By this I mean that there is
civil liberties and absolutely no reason why a bar owner
my" conscience at
should be held financially or legally
tedirvin
odds with one responsible for a patron's actions after
another in the case of a man's drunkhe or she leaves the establishment. It's
en car accident that caused five deaths
entirely absurd to claim that a bar
outside of Toledo on

"We have so many opportunities ahead of
us and are so privileged. Social change on
an institutional, systemic, level is a moral

imperative that rests on our shoulders."
mitories.
We have so many opportunities
ahead of us and are so privileged.
Social change on an institutional, systemic level is a moral imperative that
rests on our shoulders. This should
not be of academic interest, or the
province of "change agent" elites, but
the work of ordinary citizens. We are
a republic only if we can keep it, to use
Benjamin Franklin's words.
I have no doubt that my words will
be given some or other ideological
sign or tag. We can ask what were the
tags appended to the proponents of
the American Enlightenment and revolutionaries who resisted colonialism.
It is surely recognizable.
So we must proceed from elementary facts. One of these is that we have
betrayed the Founders in word and
spirit, for which we ought to be deeply
ashamed and embarrassed. The second is that even acknowledging that
fact is illegitimately tarred "radical."
George Orwell, at one point in his
fighting
life an anarcho-syndicali- st
fascism in Spain, wrote that to "see
what is in front of one's nose needs a
constant struggle."
betrayWhat faces us is bald-facal, an usurpation of American liberty
and the Constitutional order that has
thrown us, atomized, ' confused and
into a denial of the reality before us. To speak honestly, the
litany of high crimes perpetrated by
ed

self-delud-ed,

the society was structured along the
contours of small townships and
direct participatory democracy was
attainable.
Much has obviously
not
changed, like industrialization
but some
altogether a bad thing
things do not. The preamble to our
Constitution still speaks of a strange
concept called the "general welfare."
What of it now? Does it even remain
coherent or sensible to talk of
American society, when the dominant
culture encourages us all to think only
of ourselves so we can "get ahead" by
climbing over everyone else's backs as
we all ascend the same pyramid?
I believe in the power of individuals, and think of myself as an individual with the rights of an individual
and, hopefully, a free mind.
So, for example, my attraction to
democratic socialist theory, a school of
thought obvious enough at several
points (i.e., the idea that people, as
human beings, ought to own themselves and not submit to state or corporate power), is tempered by several
caveats. Yet politics has discredited
itself.
But we avoid any and all things
"political" at our own expense and at
the peril of generations unborn, in

these times.

ACacioppo09uiooster.edu.

Dec. 30.

Viewpoints is looking for additional editorialists this year to
express their opinions about campus, national or global issues.
Interested writers should contact the Viewpoints editors at

voiceviewpointswooster.edu.

.

The Voice welcomes letters tothe editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Please send letters via
The Wooster Voice,
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691. '
e-m- ail

97,

.

In a legal sense, the responsible
party has been apprehended and
. .
...
.
.
will maintain my position in that
regard, but the thirst for moral
tice has yet to be fully resolved. By
this, I mean that there is absolutely
no reason why a bar owner should be
,
.
held financially or legally responsible
for a patron's actions after he or .she
leaves the establishment. It's entirely
absurd to claim that a bar owner has
any influence OVer the actions
,
tneir customers...

According to The
Muskegon chronicle
and Detroit Free Press,
Michael Gagnon, the
driver
from Adrian,Mich.,
had a blood alcohol
content (BAC) of .254
and had been driving in
the wrong direction for
about four miles on
Interstate 280. After ,
leaving the Rodeo Bar
24-year-- old

clglXn
at a Taco Beii nearby,

where employees called

locaf authorities to
renort an intoxicated

.

,

,

driver. At least five
drivers on the
road notified the police
about Gagnon's reck- less driving prior to the crash. Four of
the five victims were' children and
Gagnon is being charged with five
counts of aggravated vehicular homicide.
During the course of police
investigations, authorities discovered
a number of drug violations at the
Rodeo Bar & Grill.
Unfortunately, this kind of news
story has become all too common in
the media today. People tend to gravitate toward tragedy which, though I
find repulsive, is not the dilemma in
which I currently find myself.
What is really troubling my conscience is the degree to which I feel

owner has any influence over the
actions of their customers after they
walk out the door, nor is it reasonable
to expect that the owner of an establishment would be able to monitor all
of their customers' alcohol consumption throughout the course of an
evening.
Though there are legal precedents
both in favor of bar owners and
against them, the Ohio Supreme Court
has "historically refused to recognize
claims against tavern owners for any
injuries caused by intoxicated patrons"
throughout the years. This common
law has been upheld in many states,

morally-motiv-

ated

ed

us to do so.
Ted is a Viewpoints section editor for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at

TIrvin 1 1

wooster.edu.

Our View
Ask any Wooster student why they
chose to attend this institution, and
typical answers tend to pertain to the
size of the student body
a smaller
number of students results in more

friend of one of your friends, and you
might be getting into a mess you may
have underestimated.
Once again, it's relatively rare to
run across a fellow student we don't
know. Be' nice. And, if you do mess up,
do not blame your inconsiderateness
on heinir drunk or tired or
stressed or any other state of
SChool,
being that every college stu- so.
dent experiences.
The Voice staff does not
,;, clmpus t0 to
C1H

social circles, we should be as courteallow and
ous as circumstances
respect fellow students.
This means that if a small group
sits at the other end of "your table" in
Lowry, don't give them the stare-dow- n
until they move. This also

intimate classes and the chance to
become acquainted with more peers.
Wooster is a small
school, and, in most cases,
"WOOSter is
delightfully so. But with a
small school comes more
"
. i
visibility
more people
1 1
l
i
know who you are a,nd the
rumor mill spews out stories more quickly than Bill
Clinton can think of a reason to bash presidential
hopeful Barack Obama. SpeWS OUt StOrieS...
For this reason, some of us
means that if it's two a.m. on a week-nig- ht
are loft scratching our heads and wonand you are watching television
dering why some students act inapor listening to music, turn down the
propriately in tliis small, visible comvolume at least a bit because there are
munity.
It seems that the rumor mill coninevitably people on your hall who are
stantly consists of relatively ridicutrying to sleep.
Even if you have a legitimate problous stories, involving unnecessary
rudeness.
lem with someone, (which is bound to
We at the Voice feel that, since we, as
happen) handle matters with care.
in
students
COW
coexist
overlapping More than likely, that person is a

and,

but
in most cases, dengntiully
with a small school comes more
.

Opinionated? Contact Viewpoints!

ed

'

a Small

Alex is a regular contributor to the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at'

C-S1-

60-5o- me

reiterated by the Oklahoma Supreme
Court, "at common law a tavern owner
has no liability for a third party's
injuries caused by a drunk customer."
In a legal sense, the.Rodeo Bar & Grill
would stand on fairly firm ground in
this specific case. If the recent drug
violations and the ensuing prosecution
charges are any indion drug-relatcation of the character of this establishment's owners, the moral responsibility is another matter entirely.
It's one thing to be genuinely
unaware of your patron's level of
intoxication, and another entirely to
ignore your moral obligation to the
safety of the community by allowing someone
you know to be intoxiI cated to get behind the
wheel, regardless of .
.
your legal liability.
It's not enough to
jusmake assumptions of
ignorance or give anyone "the benefit of ' the
doubt; five people have
died because of this.
I applaud the
efforts of
mi
Bell
the Taco
employees (and believe me, I
never thought I'd say
that), as well as those of
J the passing motorists.
Theirs' were the actions
of concerned .citizens
Of looking out for the safe-oth-er
ty of the community,
and this is the son of
social responsibility and
moral strength that people should display at all times. However, alcohol-relatinjuries of any kind are preventable, and my sense of morality
cries out for a better way to prevent
this situation from reoccurring.
It's not enough to hope that law
enforcement officials will protect us
from eVents like this.
It's time to acknowledge our moral
responsibility in situations that call for

-

more people know
visibility
who you are and the rumor mill

,

of the community with the

r..

We're only here for four
seniors have only a
years
few months leftj.hefore graduation
so ask yourself, is it worth it?
Common courtesy goes a long way,
and when good manners and basic
social etiquette are used, similar
results occur.
. You may have been told, "Mind your
P's and Q's" back in elementary
school. The same rule applies in college as well.
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nearty neaitn tips irom upran winirey Novell's
daytime TV personality blowing smoke no good
The other day, I was watching an
;
I ..
:
i
l television
off Oprah's
episode
program
and she was discussing how to quit
smoking cigarettes. Quite frankly, the
show really made me mad.
I know a lot of , people at Wooster
l
anu ciiuiii Inuuie,
including myself,

college, we're probably not in college,
'
i
tI iknow a
that a ilot ofr people
say that
they dislike the smell of Smoke. Well,
I'm sorry for that, but what if I said I
dislike the smell of your perfume or
shampoo? Would you stop using it

rettes from time to time!
i
it
it sure I've never
Also,
I'm pretty
dragged someone into a small, closetlike room and forced them to sit there
while I have a cig and try to force
smoke into their lungs.
Smokers have to deal with so many
For
more obstacles than
instance, there isn't any place on campus where you can smoke inside. So
when it is freezing cold and windy
outside (with other extreme weather
elements), people will still be outdoors, smoking away

I'll admit

have to smell the smoke.
i
it
However, .i
case any
that's not the
more, since a majority of counties and

I'm no computer

it.

I

1

t.

f

.1

1

genius, and l aont Know me nrsi
thing about overseeing the information technology for an entire college.
states are going completely nonsmoking in public areas thanks to new Nevertheless, I think Wooster can do
Groupwise
laws prohibiting tobacco use in better than Novell
I
I
f .
i.
t j:j a.
ScotMail
bowland
system.
enclosed
bars
as
such
areas
now
uecause
11
i saiu i uiun i line
ju.ni
I have
three
.
smells? I would assume not.
ing alleys.
'
w ho smoke.
main issues with
My dad is one of those people who
Last.time I checked, smokers are citWooster's
izens with rights too, so it seems
It really bugs says he hates the smell of cigarette
services: it has
me how people smoke; however, he used to smoke
rather unfair that they can't even
insufficient storwill make comsmoke anywhere in public now. Just
when he was in college. When I was
I
because
such
age space, an
home
found
that
break,
ments
we
as,
doesn't
mean
smoke
out
over
we
my
sarabrown
jonahcomstock
overzealous and
'Don't you know dad still has a cigarette every once in a
should be treated like second-clas- s
smoking is really
ultimately detrimental spam filter and
bad for you?"
which quite
By no means
an automatic sign-o- ut
When people say
for anyone
life
difficult
I
am
promoting simply makes
that to me, . I just
lifestyle.
leading an
smoking, saying
want to say to them,
that every person
The College of Wooster theoreti"
"Oh are you seriwho reads this
cally allows students 250 MB of storous? Smoking is bad
should go to the age space, but recommends that they
for you? Maybe
store, buy a pack keep their box down to 50 MB (equal
they should put a
of cigarettes and to about 1000 messages according to
Informational
warning on the box
Office
of
light one up. All the
or something. Or
I'm saying is that Technology's Web site). This may
maybe they should
we just want to be
seem like a lot of space, but it fills up
have commercials
fairly quickly. I believe that our
left alone,
that tell you how
We are aware of should be not just a, communication'
bad it is for you."
what smoking can tool, but also a correspondence
But let's be hondo to the body archive, enabling us to look up old
1
"I
est, Oprah: it's not
and we are aware
information that might not be saved in
1
lb
i
A
fcJ M
like you live the
that not everyone
any other medium. This is not saying
healthiest lifestyle.
likes to be around
that we should save every WHN
Shall we refer to
people who are announcement, but many times I have
0
h8w your weight
(for ,
smoking
ciga
sought after an old
yo-yand
up
instance, while writing a follow-u- p to
rettes..
down fairly often?
So unless some
an old news story) only to find I was
Can anyone say
forced to delete it.
one has forced
"crash diet?"
a
What makes this a noteworthy issue
you into
tiny
I'm not saying
room and blown
are the two corresponding facts that
that I have anything
smoke down your
(l) there is a better way, and (2) we are
lung's, back off prevented from using it.
against Oprah; I'm
Illustration by Jennifer Jones. Send comments to JJones08wooster.edu.
just saying it gets
and leave us with
Google's Gmail and 'Microsoft's
all
when
annoying
Hotmail each offer about 20 times the
our smokes.
I
bad
is
while.
is
how
this,
When
for
when
Also,
discovered
people say
smoking
smokers go out to eat at
my jaw
storage space of ScotMail for free (5
GB and 5.7 GB, respectively). In fact
you. We know!
restaurants in some states,, they are Sara is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice.
nearly hit the floor. After all the comBelieve me, if we haven't realized
plaining he does about the smell of seated in a special section dedicated to She can be reached for comment at they offer to outsource this service to
that by the time we're able to go to cigarette smoke, he still smokes ciga- - smoking so
SLBrown09wooster.edu.
universities, also for free. Even if the
wouldn't
college chooses to continue with
Novell (since I'm sure there are down
sides to the outsourcing option), students should be able to simply set up
forwarding addresses to use one- of
these free clients through ScotMail
(that is to say, someone could
my Wooster address and the mail
would be forwarded to my Gmail
This way, we
account, and
tickets to movies.
could maintain the convenience of our
"Dang, that's a biggun'," I comtheaters and filming "Juno" for your watched the content.
a,
mented to my little sister as we conNow, I regard myself as a man who
best friend's,
or even sharlet's imagine that I college mail system while still being
, Furthermore,
able to choose to have more storage
nettemplated possible Christmas gifts for watches whatever show he wants, ing content through
suspect the "Rambo" upload is illegal
our brother over a month ago.
whenever he wants. I am a man who works.
and my inner Eagle Scout decides to
space or a superior interface.
I suddenly
"Yeah, that's soo hot," she agreed.
However, there are a handful of raise its righteous head
However, any student who has
pays nothing to see the newest of
Her slight Southern drawl manifested
releases and 'who sees these in sites out there which simply provide feel obligated to submit a claim of attempted this knows that if one tries
to set up such a system, he or she will
itselt like venom, the comfort of my oversized beanbag. ' links to "online video hosting" sites, copyright infringement so that Rambo
be thwarted by MessageScreen, the
despite her blatant
No longer do I allow my money to such as Google Video.
would be removed.
I
imitate
finance
to
Tom
Cruise's
attempt
If were so inclined as to catch up
cult of
If the uploader of "Rambo" indeed College's spam filter.
'
the seductive sibibail
for
had legitimate rights to "Rambo," I
In addition to forwarded messages
on "Simple Life" season one without
Scientology or Mel Gibson's
addresses,
lant so often spat anti Semitic drunken slurs.
from student
buying the DVD and allowing Paris could face legal actions for submitting
I
blocked
fed
by Paris Hilton.
the foam
Hilton any royalties, then I might a claim without proof of any kind of MessageScreen has
up with Hollywood.
I
I
Before continue, feel obligated to
This response
search for a connection on one of infringement.
llowing multiple times: my family
willbundy
immediately drew provide this brief disclaimer: in light these "link" sites.
members, nearly every Web site I corThere you have it, folks. You now
my focus from the contents of the of the MPAA's recent report that they
These sites do not have any content have everything that you need to join
respond with (EBay, PayPal, etc.), and
Bass Pro Shop fish tank to my little
had
the percentage of uploaded onto their server, but rather me on my bank-saviboycott of even once or twice professors who try
sister.
to use ScotMail from home. For some
Hollywood.
"What? No, it's not
reason, telling the filter to "trust this
certain
I'm
that
is
coming-of-ag- e
hot," I resolutely replied.
address every time" doesn't always
there are enough links
'That is a very large cathave the advertised effect. More
on the site that I profish. There is nothing hot
vided to tickle the importantly, few people check their filre-r- un
about it. How many times
a
and if
televi- fancy of even the ter as often as their
are we going to have to
someone can only get messages once a
most seasoned movie
is somego over this?"
buffs.
month, the purpose of
This was not the first
defeated.
what
whether
or
Despite
I
as
instance in which she had
As if storage space woes and
not my protest of
grossly misrepresented
MessageScreen issues aren't enough,
Hollywood
I
a
something as being "hot,"
J
ally make a difference,
ScotMail automatically . signs users
"
a
r
.1
resulting in embarrassbox-oiii- ce
can't heiP but imag-- out after some period of time. It does
ment for myself, as well
ine this proud statenot inform the user that he or she has
as for every predicate
been signed out until the user tries to
ment of mine having
adjective known to the
been made in the most
perform a new function. This means if
I
modern
English lanor writheroic of fashions.
you're writing' a long
g,
guage.
while
and
an
ing
PerhapVikeRamb,r
Between this sizzling
it takes longer than the allotted
in a way, I see myself
new contribution to my
as a lone crusader
amount of time
you will lose that
I
sister's vocabulary and
against the commu- the fact that I hadn't seen
mstg 0j- caiifornja
There are other things I could
a new episode of "The O'fliee" (complpiracy that was due to college stuthey provide nothing more than a conwho run tinsel town.
name: the fact. that clicking on a link in
dents, it is important to note that I do venient list of links that do have
iments of the Writers Guild) in
After all, as he puts it best: "They
an
opens the Web site inside
months, I had given up all regard for not condone stealing, or breaking the uploaded material.
box, for instance, the
drew first blood.;." giant guns ablaze.
the tiny
law
I am no pirate
Hollywood.
For example, if I were to suddenly
Now that's soo hot.
bizarre "Your Post Office is
I've decided it was time to tame this
Nonetheless, I do not tolerate the develop a fierce hankering for the new
Unavailable" phenomenon or the infubeast which corrupted my impression"Rambo" flick, I might mosey over to a
funding of entertainment terrorists,
The views of this editorial do not riating frequency of mandatory passable little sister and which prevented be it Paris Hilton's jihad for the perWeb site where the home page has a
necessarily reflect the views of The word; changes, but I think my point
me from watching my weeklv"dose of version of little sisters or members of list of the
College of Wooster, The Wooster Voice has been made.
ten.
top
Michael's awkward antics at Dunder the Writers Guild who prance and
If I were to click on the link to or members of the Voice editorial staff.
In many ways I appreciate our
Mifflin.
holler while waving their protest "Rambo," I would be directed off their The opinions
and suggestions
system, and many of the other
I determined it was time to pull out
signs like the AK-4of
site to an uploaded movie on Google expressed are solely those'of the edi- - fine amenities IT makes available to
all the stops; no longer would the
Because I still watch television
Video.
toriajist', and the Voice is not responsius.
But the combination of these
entertainment industry Ixf (itlbrded a shows and movies, here is a breakble for any repercussions that could
Now, whoever uploaded "Raniho"
three issues, with a world of free
down of my solution.
single cent of my frugal college budgresult from the application of suggesonto Google Video electronically
standing by for comparison, is
is
entertainet. This an account of my
Piracy occurs when you illegally signed a contract stating that they tions made or implied within the text simply too much for me to accept as a
download or obtain content without
ment coniing-of-ag- e.
indeed do have rights to the uploaded
of this editorial.
necessary evil.
If you had met me in November of copyright or permission from the content. Therefore, even if the copy" of
12007, you would have known a boy
copyright holder. This can include Rambo turned out to be an illegal
This is Will's first1 editorial for the Jonah is a News editor for the Voice. He
who settled for whichever n
was
burning a copy of your boyfriend's bootleg, I would not be held legally
Voice. lie can be reached for comment
can be reached for comment
at
on television and who naively paid for "Sex in the City" box set, going to the responsible if I were to already have at WBunJ()!)wooster.edu.
JComstock I Owooster.edu.
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"This an account of my entertainment
If you had met me in November of 2007 you would have
known boy who settled for whichever
was on
sion and who naively paid for tickets to movies.
Now, regard myself
a man who watches whatever show
he wants, whenever he wants. am man who navs nnthincr
to see the newest ot
releases and who sees these in
the comfort of my oversized beanbag.
No longer do allow my money to finance' Tom Cruise's
cult of scientologists
or Mel Gibson's bail for anti Semitic
a
drunken slurs. am fed up with Hollywood...."
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From queer narrative to the java revolution
Novel courses bring diversity to Wooster's catalogue

In 2006, Mohammad Yunus Khan of
Bangladesh won the Nobel Peace
great excitement about the class.
Prize for popularizing microfinance
"I've always been interested in queer
e,
through the Grameen Bank. In
culture in the United States over the
continued from p. 1 small loans (typically under
past several decades but up until now,
1
He explained that when former
I haven't had much opportunity to
1
$200) are given to
professor of English Terry Rowden explore it in this way."
groups of women
(sometimes men) announced his departure from the
MacDonald explained that the
who are all jointly College last year, there was an immeclass would be reading several novels,
for diate opening for a 200-lev- el
responsible
English
including "Giovanni's Room" by
course.
repaying the loan.
James Baldwin, ""Dancer from the
The clients use
The department chair asked Woelz Dance" by Andrew Holleran and
,oan money t0 if he would like to teach a gay literathe
"The Object of My Affection" by
rashmiekka
start or expand a ture course. "I jumped at the opportu- - Stephen McCauley. It will also study
small business and pull themselves out nity because it doesn't come along all the popular play "Angels in America"
of poverty. I liked the concept of that often," he said. Woelz also by Tony Kushner, which was adapted
microfinance for several reasons It remarked, "Generally speaking (I'm into an HBO film and won a Golden
helped poor people, decreased poverty talking about the entire academy, not Globe award for Best Mini-Seri- es
or
and was a delight to a young econojust the College), despite the rise of Motion Picture Made for Television
mist like me in terms of economic thequeer theory in the
the in 2004, as well as several other accoory. Furthermore, I now had an
history and substance of the gay & lades.
r
Independent Study topic. I told myself lesbian canon has yet to receive the
will
class
also watch this film
The
Students take notes as Professor Woelz conducts lecture
that I would have to come back again institutional attention and support during the semester as well as severthat's been more regularly afforded al other films focusing on gay issues (Photo courtesy Meghan Meeker).
to study microfinance in India.
I returned to Wooster, and wrote
the literary output of other culturaland themes.
o
my Junior I.S. on microfinance and ly recognized oppressed or minority
Woelz. said, "In putting together
He said that he is not quite sure
ly problematic because it's difficult to
decided that I should continue explorgroups."
the Jiterary and cinematic texts for do justice to the 100-ye- ar
literary trar what to expect from the course, but
ing it into my Senior I.S. Time flew by
Although "20th Century Gay Male the course, I'm guided by those works dition of -- both genders in just 14 that he looks forward to becoming
quickly and I found myself back in Fiction in the United States" may not which reflect most clearly, eloquently
w.eeks." Because this class is only
more aware of issues that gay men
India again in the winter of 2007. be offered on a regular basis, Woelz and engaging the central cultural and focused on gay male writing, Woelz is faced in the 20th century. "I expect
This time I had the backing of encourages students interested in gay artistic concerns of the gay male excited that more attention can be I'll have a better understanding of
Copeland funds, my advisor, professor culture to enroll in assistant profesdevoted to the impact of AIDS in gay the hardships and struggles that gay
community."
of economics Amyaz Moledina and a sor of anthropology and women's
Woelz added that the selected
culture, for example, as well as other men had to dual with and how cirbetter theoretical understanding of studies Christa Craven's "Queer works allow students to see the evo- pertinent issues.
,
cumstances came to be the way they
Lives" class.
the microfinance industry.
lution of gay culture over the years.
"Twentieth Century Gay Male are today with respect to homosexual
I decided to visit Jharkhand, one of
Woelz recommends this class to "I think I'm able to offer students a Fiction in the United States" will proissues."
the poorest states of India. While the any student interested in gender fairly expansive view of what constivide students with a broad range of
The "Coffee Course" and "20th
novels, plays, films and discussion
region is extremely rich in minerals studies, "especially those studies tutes the gay male literary tradition
Century Gay Male Fiction in the
and forest resources, the people have which engage with realities other in 20th century America."
that will foster a strong understandUnited States" will certainly provide
been exploited and remain poor. I than the white middle class represenThe design of the course is differing of recent contemporary gay male students with unique learning expechose to visit microfinance institutions
tations of gay, lesbian, bisexual, ent from Woelz's previous experience culture in American society.
riences. Hopefully, students will be
in Jharkhand, because I wanted to see
transgendered and intersexed life teaching queer studies classes,
MacDonald said, "I've come to the inspired by these offerings to take
if microfinance was powerful enough that the popular culture (occasionalbecause most classes in this genre conclusion that. being an out gay man their learning outside the classroom
to battle abject poverty.
ly) offers us here in the United feature both gay and lesbian writing.
today is much easier than it was HO walls and share their class experiv
In Jharkhand, most indigenous peoStates."
Wdelz says that although both peryears ago, which is when most of ences and lessons with fellow stuMichael MacDonald '09 expressed
ple are agriculturists and live in very
dents and friends.
spectives enrich the course, "it's high- - what we have read was written."
remote villages. For example, the village of Kaimbo has no electricity and
400 households, which share just one
Compiled by Karin Johnson
well and one hand pump.
Health, education, transport, post
office and banking facilities and so on
are over ten kilometers away from the
thermostats that you can control.
.Jurn down, your thermostat! Some dorm rooms on campus do have
village. When it comes tocjedit,
Also5, if you "have a really leaky window, purchasing some insulating materials' may help you to not only stay warm, but '
Kaimbo residents have to deal with
also not use as much energy.
unscrupulous money lenders.
In my time in Jharkhand, I visited
For those living in houses, agree on a temperature setting on the thermostat. Changing the temperature constantly will
several offices of three big microfinance institutions. In my interactions
wear out your heater and use up more energy.
with unit heads, loan officers, branch
managers and rural women clients, I
This week, colleges across the country joined the nationwide fight against climate change on Focus the Nation Day.
saw that microfinance was making
Wooster participated with a panel discussion. To find out more, check out www.focusthenation.org.
serious inroads into Jharkhand and
that Yunus' Grameen Bank model
worked. I visited several villages and
interacted with poor women and men
who had found hope in their life of
abject poverty (thanks largely to a
either the Alumni Other than this mediation, though, I
Board or Alumni did not feel that I learned any new
$100 loan).
One client, Srimati Asma Khatun,
Center staff who information.
ed the conversalives in the Ratu village. When her
Another aspect of the evening that
husband deserted her, she was left
tion and contin- - rnany of my peers were a bit miffed
with a young son, who she had to now
ued to discuss
about occurred at the end of the dinThe first
take care of single-hande- d.
ner, when the Alumni Center staff
matters of
few years were terrible. Then she
asked the seniors to start giving
throughmoved in with her mother and first
meal.
the
out
money to the College soon after gradheard about BASIX, a microfinance
menu uating. They also noted that the dinner
The
included
because of
organization.
soup, was provided
She took a loan of $120 to start and
salad, entree and donations made by alumni.
dessert, with vegIt seems to me that because the
run a tailoring business. When I met
her this winter break, she proudly told
etarian options Alumni Center provided us with such
a nice meal for free,, they should be
available as well.
me that she was the best blouse maker
n
in the area and that with her earnings,
able to make any sales pitch they
Overall, the meal
'
she has been able to continue her son's
was tasty and the want at the end of it. However,
education, who is now in tenth grade.
was although it was done relatively tactcompany
She has. almost paid off her first loan
fully, I know that many seniors were
pleasant.
After thinking turned off by the request for money.
and is very excited at the prospect of
about the expert- -' The event was billed simply as an etitaking another loan to buy a more
sophisticated machine for the purpose
ence for the past quette dinner, so students were likely
'
of embroidery.
Seniors practice decorum at the Wooster Inn (Photo courtesy Emmy Karasz). week or so, I am surprised when it seemed to turn
I was thrilled to see that microfistill not sure how into a fundraiser at the end.
I feel. about
it.
Even so, despite delivering less
nance actually works. Poor people can
infornlation
and more donation
an
with
and
make
as
this
be
hailed
For
Etiquette
ends
peppered
event
it
light
through
an
meet
to
actually
Gillian Helwig
I expected, I would
I
been
for
somewhat
Alumni
Dinner,
on
than
it
have
light
humor.
Members
of
requests
was
the
actively
searching
tool.
Arts & Entertainment Editor
microfirecommend
that other stuwhich
the
make
"Do's"
several
instruction.
actual
certainly
At
Board
demonstrated
beginning
in
the
to
ways
United
asked
if. they want
dinner
dents
of
Several
we
attend
while
the
to
the
were
evening,
Upon returning to campus this and "Don't's" of dining,
nance dream bigger.
is
table
learn
about
I
more
cells
etiquette or
to
States colleges have microfinance
semester, some friends and signed Sandra Nichols '94 of Alumni consider the idea that etiquette
alumni.
Wooster
some
and I hope that Wooster will have one up for a Senior Etiquette Dinner at Relations and Chef Ken Bogucki of less about specific rules and more meet
Ken
I
about making everyone at the table Additionally, Chef
expressed
the Wooster Inn. committed to the the Wooster Inn provided commensomeday, too.
add
wine to
that
were
to
comfortable.
they
trying
event without putting much thought tary and advice.
Kiva.org is an online lending platt
In some ways, it was an intriguing
the menu. Next year's seniors may
Despite my initial fears, the inforform which connects enterprising into it. Admittedly, I signed up mosthave even more motivation to go, as
idea to me. I am usually somewhat
food and mation session was not intolerably
ly for the free
Yunus' to entrepreneurs in the develthe sparkling grape juice is replaced
in situations
that
oping world. Through Kiva, you can because many of my senior friends in long. It seemed to last less than an uncomfortable
hour, at which point we adjourned to require strictly adhering to rules of with a more adult alternative
the past had done so.
make loans to these entrepreneurs and
and
When the day finally rolled a room upstairs to mingle and munch 'etiquette,
have a full repayment once the loan
less so in situaterm is over. Kiva.org is a great way around, however, I realized that I on hors d'oeuvres. The spread
included fruit, cheese, mini quiches tions where rules
actually had no idea how the evening
to experience the joy of helping peoare more lax.
was going to play out. Would it and sparkling grape juice.
ple te help themselves.
However,
it
After mixing with other dinner-goe- rs
include hours of lecturing about
does seem to
for a little while, we moved
Feel free to contact the writer at table rules? Would our manners be
(71
assessed at the end, or would this be into the dining room where the make sense that
rekka08wooster.edu
if everyone f'ol- aforementioned
assigned seating
event?
a more laid-baQ (ove
When we arrived to find that we took place. Although the thought of lows the same
had assigned seating, I assumed the being required to sit with people I rules, no one
Contact Anoop Parik at
did not know was initially unappeal- - will feel out of
experience would end up being a litfor
aparik09wooster.edu
Buy a Voice Valentine for your sweetheart!
tle stuffy and strict. However, after ing, it turned out to be an enjoyable place for doing
information on how to write
descending into the depths of the experience overall: continuous small something dif- Valentines are $1 and will be available
for International Insight.
than
talk with few awkward pauses.
ferently
Wooster Inn for the instructional
during tabling in Lowry next week.
else.
Each table included a member of everyone
portion of the evening, I discovered
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Actor spotlight: Woo's Tim Gilliss dazzles in film, theater
you need to get it right If you mess up
on stage, you are forced to play catch up
or improv improvise to fix it (which
can be really exciting and fun), but on
camera you can just step out and try

What celebrity role models have
influenced you in your line of work?

?

...

!

..

Photos courtesy Tim Gilliss.
Sometimes

I would be an
locally filmed movie or be in
cial. My parents never really
to do too much which was

Missie Bender
Arts & Entertainment Editor
actor in "Max Magician and
the Legend of the Rings" (2002) and
"Swarm of the Snakehead" (2006),
how is your life different than any
student at The College of Wooster?
As an

I think the better question would be
what attracted this business to me. It
just seems like I was born to star in
great films. And my resume shows it.
Directors.are calling me all the time to
see if I will be in their upcoming blockbuster. Remember "Agent Cody
Banks?" I turned it down.
'With Hollywood ("movie mecca")
being based in California, and New
York being a state with several
nationally recognized theater
grams, why choose The College of

extra in a
a commer-

pushed me
both good

and bad because I did get to have a normal childhood but I also never got
involved in more serious projects.
To do more serious stuff when

It really isn't different at all. I guess I young, you have to have a really dedijust always thinking about the cated adult to drive you places and fill
future too much to really worry about
out paper work and stay with you while
and hang onto what I did in the past. Or
you are on set or at rehearsal, all sorts
more likely, if I had done something
of tilings because you are so dependent
that was really interesting or more .at that age. And I have two other brothmajor things, fJQ would be different,
ers who had things they wanted to do
but as it is, I am, just a regular guy as well. It would have been insane and
unfair for my parent to throw my broth(except I come with a resume).
life
ers"
when
like
What was your
interests to the curb in favor of
you
mine; I would never want that.
were younger?
I was always in some sort of theater
I think they made the right choice in
I
situation.
was involved in summer
not pushing me. I have a lot of time to
theatre camps and during the school
be in theater.
What attracted you to this
year I would le in school productions
or do local dinner theater or something. business?

am

.

Wooster?
Speculation.

.

Do you participate in theater here
at The College of Wooster?
I do. I try to be in as many productions as I can at Wooster. We have great
directors and a whole lot of talent and
so we put on really high caliber performances. It is very rewarding to be in
the shows here, everyone involved really gets into it.

Jim Carrey, Kevin Spacey is great,
Terrence Howard, I'm a huge fan of
Will Smith, Robert De Niro, Ben Stiller
and Philip Seymour Hoffman.
Is acting something you want to
pursue more of as an adult?
is the only
Absolutely. Acting
thing that I can think of doing that I
would truly love.
'
What productions have you been
in here at Wooster?
I try to do as much as I can. I have
been in "King Lear," "A Certain Cure"
and "Baby with the Bathwater." Right
now I'm in the production of "The
Good Woman of Setzuan." Come see it;
it's going to be really cool, I think.'
What do you find the differences
to be between film and theater?
It i so different. It is much easier to
give a consistent performance in a theater production because you do all the
scenes in order and you do them all in
one go. However, you have to give performances many nights in a row and it
can be really difficult to get involved in
the action come the fourth or fifth show
because you don't have the benefit of
seeing the material as fresh.
For example, if someone was supposed to surprise me in a show, the first
time it happened I would probably literally be surprised and so being surprised
would be natural and look natural
which is what you want.
The fourth time someone surprises
me I would probably not have my natural response to draw on for help and so
seeming natural becomes more taxing.
' When you are filming something,
you usually don't film it in order and so
to get into a scene it involves a lot more
thought before you go in front of the
camera. You have to think about what
happened before this scene, not necessarily what happened in the scene you

again.

Do you have a preference?
I don't know. I have done so much
more stage work than I have film that I
don't think it would be fair for me to
choose right now. I think I like the final
product you get from film better than I
do a staged production. It just seems

;

more final and perfected.
What are some of your hobbies?
I like playing soccer a lot, I'm in
"Don't Throw Shoes" (which is an
improv comedy group on campus), I
also enjoy playing "Super Smash
Brothers" and holding up every finger
on an individual hand except one.
Who has influenced you in your
life thus far?
My parents have influenced me pretty significantly. They instilled some
solid values in me from a young age like
a strong work ethic and a positive attitude. My grandmother showed me the
importance and power of kindness,
is incredibly valuable and I try to
. which
be like her (it's harder than it looks).
As far as acting goes, I just ask advice
from everyone I can and think about
what they say. So if you see me in something there is something you liked or
didn't like, let me know.
Your last movie was in 2006, do
.you have any plans for the future
regarding your movie career?
I go on auditions occasionally when I
am home in Baltimore, but for the
most part I am kept busy with school
and the
theatre I can get
involved in, so for the near future, not
really any plans.
My friend, Mike Corby "10, and I
are trying to make some films around
Wooster though.
just filmed.
This is what I want to do for my
The really great part about film is career, if that counts as a plan for the
future than I have that going for me.
you get basically as many chances as
'

on-camp-

us

Cube, Morgan lead cast in heartwarming, humorous "Sunday"
Karirt Johnson
Photo Editor

offithe-wa-

lives with

his
who
wants to jet off
to Atlanta for
better opportunity. LeeJohn is
just trying to

ll

mother

scenes and sev- -.
eral happenings that were
obviously way
too
to happen in
real life.
What I did
not expect was
a compelling
story with a
plot that kept
me watching
and
sighing
like a girl in a

.

am somewhat pretentious with
what movies I decide to watch. The
only new movies I have seen recently
include the film adaptation of "Into
the Wild," "Juno," "3:10 to Yuma" and
Wes Anderson's new film "The
Darjeeling Limited."
I would have to say I either stick to
the funky, indie, artsy modern flicks
or compelling adaptations of stories
or documentaries.
I am what fellow reviewer
Pat
Hughes '09 would call a "tool." I prefer to say I have hipster tendencies.
I liked the "Juno" soundtrack.
I thought it worked nicely in the
film. If you're going to have a movie
about hipsters, you'll have hipster
I

far-fetch-

.

ed

get

make some home-

made lemonade.
He is desperately looking for
some cash.
holy
The

chick flick.

There were
also enough
moments

sight
church-goin-

to
keep us happy
and laughing
at run-iwith

music.

.

did not go see "Stomp the Yard,"
"Barbershop," or movies like "Scary Jamaican gangMovie 4" when they came out.
sters selling
Usually I find that the two hours wheelchairs
spent watching such movies are two with spinners
hours wasted.
and
enough
But last week when I heard Tracy
com
social
"somebody's gonna get pregnant" mentary
on
Morgan and Ice Cube were in this Baltimore to
funny movie "First Sunday," my inside-jokkeep my soci- - Graphic art by Jennifer Jones.
with the women's ultimate
ologist mind
Frisbee team about Morgan proved happy.
(Morgan) bring us through their wor- enough to bring hie to the movie theSet in Baltimore, Md., the story of ries with making ends meet as well as
ater to see it.
two struggling petty criminals,
maintaining relationships.
I expected a few laughs, a couple of
Durell (Ice Cube) and LeeJohn
Durell's son is his pride and joy, but
I

by, request-

ing "free" lemons and "free"
packs of sugar
in the diner to

of

a

g

babe,
Tianna
(Malinda Willbrings
iams),
them to the
First Hope, a
local church.

ns

They
decide

later
that

they'll rob at
least some of
the $230,000
that the church

.

e

''

has raised

for

repairs.
Later that night, they return to get
the money and'end up holding a number of the church members hostage in

the process.
Comprising

this group includes
minister,
deacon, thoughtful hot
daughter Tianna and the good church
mother Doris (Loretta Devine).
There is also a choir, led by instructor Ricky, who oddly reminded me of
Christian from "Project Runway."
The plot continues to twist and
turn during their hours shut up in the
church together.
Issues surrounding class, tensions
in Baltimore arise: the high level of
crime in the community, the loss of
hope for many.
The church sits across from a
liquor store and a dilapidated building. Peoples' life stories are confronted, new bonds are made and the
young men do learn a lesson.
In fact, they become part of the
community themselves.
Seeing this movie taught me, once
again, not to judge a book by its cover
(or a movie by its trailer).
There was much more involved in
the movie than the trailer let on.
I say if you've got some time on a
Friday night to watch a movie or two,
rent "First Sunday" and have a couple
thought-provokiand
laughs
moments.
At least Tracy Morgan says,
"Somebody's gonna get pregnant."
That's worth the $3 or $4 in my
opinion.
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Merritt delivers uncharacteristic new album
Peterson

Kuyk-Whi-

of Merritt an apt touchstone for Distortion's
"the producer."
more somber moments.
This is an unfortunate state of
On "Old Fools," a jagged guitar line
affairs, and one which the release of raggedly
announces the theme,
"Distortion" will hopefully help to .sketching the bare edges of a hook
amend.
before giving way to Merritt's
More than ever before, Merritt's sonorous baritone.
deft touch with a mixing board is
In this song, his first vocal on the
forefronted, sometimes to the extent
album, Merritt sheds his usual histrionics, delivering an uncharacteristiof relegating his trademark song-writito an afterthought.
cally direct and effective performance.
Not that there is anything terribly
Seeming to coax the plaintive
groundbreaking here to speak of; the melody out from his desolate suralbum treads the same throbbing distoroundings, Merritt intones a meditartion-scapes
masterfully charted by tion on the fleetingness of love and
"My Bloody Valentine" and "The
youth on par with Nina Rota's "What
Jesus and Mary Chain."
is a Youth?" of "Romeo a;id Juliet"
and (1968) fame.
But whereas
"Loveless"
"Psychocandy" seem ready to burst at
If this all sounds a bit weepy and
the seams with countless layers of cringe-inducito you, don't check
sound, "Distortion" is remarkable for out yet; the songs on "Distortion"
the economy and simplicity with
rarely indulge in such heavy sentiwhich Merritt achieves a similar
ments. For the most part, the listener is kept at a distance from the emoatmosphere,
Indeed, the sparer feedback drones
tional content of the songs by the
of. Big Star's ThirdSister Lovers, is pervasive irony of the lyrics.

cist," but less has been said

te

Voice Staff
Someone (accounts vary) pnee said
that there are only two types of
music: the blues and
Dali."
If this is true then Stephin
Merritt o the auteur behind The
Magnetic Fields, has spent most of
his career strolling unapologetically
through a land of talking bears and
rabbits, Mr. Bluebird planted firmly
on his' shoulder.
Never one to wail on a guitar or
scream out his sorrows, Merritt has
busied himself instead with writing
new chapters in the American popular
songbook.
On The Magnetic Fields' new
album "Distortion," however, Merritt
' takes his sometimes cloying "Tin Pan
Alley" sensibility and drowns it in a
deluge of reverb and, well, distortion.
A great deal of ink has been spilled
over Merritt "the melodic songwriter," and Merritt "the wry lyri
"Zip-a-Dee-D-

oo-

ng

ng

Merritt

is

most at home when there

is a nudge and wink involved, as in his
homicidal take on the Beach Boys'

"California Girls." "California Girls"
(yes, same name, even) sees long-tim- e
Fields contributor Shirley Simms fantasizing about taking an axe to those
West Coast airheads, all set to a bubble-gum
tune worthy of a young
Brian Wilson himself.
One likes to imagine that this is the
kind of thing Wilson dreamed up
menduring his Sgt. Peppers-induce- d
tal illness, only to lose it the next day
in the morass of drugs and hamburgers.
My favorite pop nugget on the
album, however, is the impossibly glib
alcoholism,
paean to
"Too Drunk to Dream."
"I gotta get too pissed to miss you,"
Merritt sings to a rollicking shuffle,
punctuated by distorted (surprise!)
piano and accordion.
This guy may be depressed, but at
least he's having a good time.
post-break-

up

.

200 S College of Ohio Juried Student Biennial
Opening Reception: Feb. 1, 9 p.m.
Award Presentation, 7:30 p.m.
Suetel Gallery, Ebert Art Center
Thle event le free and open to me public
7--

Performance "Qrotetqtiely Fitting"
Feb. land 2. 6: 15 p.m.
Swan Engdahl and Alex Gauvtri'i I.S performance
Ticket are available In the Box Office from 12 to
2 p.m. and 4 to s p.m.
Thle event la tree and open to the pubflc.
Performance Domains adult content and language.

LS.

Student Recital
Feb. 3, 2:30 p.m.
Ertn Cook U7 M be playing the oboe.
Gau Redtal Had
.
Mo ticket required
Thl event
tree and open to the pubHc.

.

County Honor Band Scot Band Concert
Feb. 4. 2:30 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
No ticket required '
Thle event ra free and open to the pubHc
Trt

--

Wayne County Public Library Book Sale

The Wooster Friends Winter Book Sale will
begin on Feb. 7 and go until Feb. 9. at
Freedlanders Department store In downtown
Wooster. It will last from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, on
Feb. 7 and Feb. 8. and from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Feb 9. Books start at $0.25 a piece. Feb 9
Is "Bag Day," where people can bring bags and
fill them up for $4.00. Support your local public library!

Section Editors:
Nicholas Holt
andrew vogel
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Patriots will close out perfect 10 reasons the Giants will win:
season with big win over N. Y honestly, who is going to listen?
The week before the Super Bowl is the calm before
the storm. Then, after a much needed bye week,
the media frenzy begins culminating in the biggest
sports event of the year.
This year, the New England Patriots try to cap off their
pursuit of perfection with one more win.
Standing in their way are the New York Giants. While the Giants played
the Pats close four weeks

Coming up with reason's why the Giants will beat the Patriots in the Super Bowl may seem like a difficult task. However, I am up to the challenge. Moreover, I shall do it gleefully.
karma. SpyGate, Harrison's HGH issues, Wolfork's FOUR unsportsmanlike fines this
Reason one
Bill
Belichick's
season,
personality and general aura and the fact that they play my Bills twice a year
the Patriots have built up a ton of bad karma. The Giants, however, have good karma
after they kept their starters in to try to break up the Pats' perfect season in Week 17.

ago,
this time around Hip Patriots will win
The reason New England will win is simple: they cannot be stopped.
Jacksonville's David Garrard played as close to perfection as he could, completing
22 of 33 passes.
,f
Too bad Tom Brady played even better, completing 26 of 28 passes, dinking and

The football gods will punish the Pats and reward the
Reason two
Tom Brady's foot. We may never know the extent of the injury due
to Belichick's hatred of the injury report, but it does make a nice story.
dunking the Jags defense to death.
Reason three: The Giants defense is really
Everyone had assumed that the key to
good. The team has the best pass rush in the J
beating New England was to hold them to
chrissweeney
league, which will be useful against the Patriots'
nickholt
under 28 points. Well, San Diego did iust
aerial assault. The Giants should be able to slow
that. The Pats offense was awful, by Patriot standards, only
down the game with their two running backs while the defense gets
scoring 2 1 points.
a couple stops.
The Chargers had four trips to the red zone, with three of those
Gisele Bildchen is smoking hot. Question my logic
Reason four
trips inside the 10, but the Pats defense held them to field goals each
here all you want, but if people are going to tear Matt Leinart and
time. The New England defense stepped up and won the game.
Tony Romo a new one, saying that Jessica Simpson is a distraction,
Nobody wants to admit it. Everyone is trying'to find a weakness
they should be harder on Brady, because well ... Giselle is exponenin this team. Many say that New England has no running game, but
tially hotter than Simpson, and conversing with her would take up
it isn't that they have no running game
they just sometimes
than explaining "Chicken of the Sea" to Simpson.
more brain-pow- er
choose not to use it. In the last two playoff games, Laurence
Reason five - You never know what a Manning will do in the
Maroney ran the ball from more running-base- d
sets and amounted
playoffs. Remember how everyone thought that Peyton and the Colts
122 yards in each game. New England's defense is supposedly old
were favorites they disappointed, then last year, when everybody had
and slow, but last week against the Chargers they stopped the
declared them dead, they won the Super Bowl. This year, the Colts
Chargers in the red Zone when they needed to.
were supposed to be the one team to give the Pats a run for their
It's time to face the tacts
a team doesn't get to 18-- 0 by being
money in the playoffs, but they couldn't get by the
All year people have stepped up and made plays.
Chargers. Meanwhile everyone expected Eli to choke and he's been
While everyone focuses on Randy Moss1 and Wes Welker, Brady hits Jabar Gaffney, Kevin Fulk, Donte
great. With Mannings in the playoffs, anything is possible.
Stallworth and Ben Watson. The Patriots proved last week that they can win with their defense or runReason six
Hall of Famer and New York Giants great, Y. A. (Yelberton Abraham) Tittle, said so. In
ning attack too, if needed.
addition to winning a couple of MVP's the guy has like the best name ever, so I'm listening. Why will th,e
Now the Pats will be back in warm weather, the last five games have all been in less than ideal passGiants win the title? Ask Y A. Tittle.
ing conditions. The Patriots won't have to rely on the run as much and can return to being explosive
0
Balance. The Giants have it, the Pats don't.
Reason seven
with the pass. Moss, Stallworth or Gaffney will burn New York for a big play at some time in the game.
Reason eight
The Patriots are bored with winning.
The depleted Giants secondary can't keep tabs on all of them for the whole night. Even if they do,
Reason number nine
In my column last week I wrote that I will not engage in sports gambling or
Welker, Watson and Fulk will be content with their yards underneath.
betting activities, ergo I can pick whoever I want.
I'm not saying it will be a blowout. The game will be closer than the experts think. The Giants proved
And for reason number 10
a haiku.
that they are for real by beating the two best teams in the NFC and going
with these Patriots
Bill's sleeveless sweatshirt
just a week ago. But that was in the Meadowlands, and in the end, there is just too much firepower on
Does not belong on TV
this hungry New England team to shut down.
, Final Score: Patriots 38, Giants 28.
Final Score: Giants 31, Patriots 28.
Giants win it all.
Nick Holt is
Editor and Chris Sweeney is
in Chief of The Wooster Voice. You can contact them at nholt08wooster.edu and csweeney08wooster.edu
(Illustration by Jennifer Jones '08).
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Indoor track kicks off
The Coach of the Year for 21 years with Denison
lid-lift- er

The man could probably make ; the field and beat the
rival,
salad without chicken,,. buito Sban, nothing matters except
win's' .and losses
Perhaps the only thing J people
;
haven t seen him
The perspective is completely

great players and great students.

in-st- ate

chicken

However, at the lower levels, you
maybe have to sacrifice and take a
chance on a player with shaky character for their talent. At Wooster,
we're able to get great players for
our level who are also great students," said Moore.
Moore has accomplished virtually everything at Wooster
maybe
aside from negotiating a peace
agreement in the Middle East. Two
decades years ago, Moore took a
program that was already one of
the strongest Div. Ill programs in
the country, and has turned it into
the gold standard. His players are
some of the most talented in the
both on and off the
country
court. No other team in the NCAA,
regardless of division, has won
more games than Wooster this
decade. Moore couldn't envision
being anywhere else.
"When you work at a college for
us
years, you grow close with
a lot ot people.
Coaches,
faculty,
staff, and also a lot
at a
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upside-down- ..
Bob Huggins" could
coach, his defenders to stick to the
other team like the paparazzi on
Angelina Jolie. However, if Huggins
graduated around three players ever
decade at Cincinnati, it was considered a banner year for Cincinnati

However,
perhaps v, Steve
Moore's
most
pipes.
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notable accomis
plishment

,

making the men's
basketball team a
....
consistent winner year in and year
for the past 21 years.
out
In his career at the College of
Wooster, this guy has led the team
to 15 NCAA Div. Ill Tournament
bids, 12 conference titles, 10 NCAC
Tournament titles, and two "Final
Four" berths in the NCAA
Tournament. He's been named
NCAC Coach of the Year seven
times.. He has a career record at
Wooster of 481-11- 1.
That's the most career wins in
school history, which is impressive
andrewvogel

considering the"
rich
basketball
history of this
In
program.
terms of popu-

student-athlete-

s.

-

When Moore recruits players, he
looks for a different demographic.
Moore doesn't just Want athletes, he
students. "We
wants
have a situation where we're able to
attract quality people, but Cguys
who are also talented basketball
players," said Moore.
is
To Moore, the student-athle- te
what has kept him to Wooster for 2 1
years. Moore develops his players as
talented writers and scholars, not
just athletes with pretty fade-awjump-shot- s.
To Moore, the athlete
well-round- ed

ay

larity, basketball
runs only second.
to those loud bagpipes. That's say
ing something.
The way this guy acts, though,
you'd never know it. He is more
approachable than Santa Claus.
Other guys toot their own horn.
This guy just wins and gives his
players the credit.
"Wooster is a great place to coach
at because of tradition. We're able
to attract quality student-athlete- s.
But you also have to have talented players. You don't win without
great talent," said Moore.
Moore is different from other
successful coaches. Some successful
coaches win tons of games but have
ll.
no perspective outside of the
the
could
get
Nick Saban
team's marching band to suit up on

Ali

Elizabeth Wardrop '11. '
Capehart was the clear winner in the
mile with a time of 5:32.2 1, roughly five
seconds ahead of the runner-u- p.
Wardrop recorded her first place finish
in the high jump (4 feet, 10.25 inches).
Taylor was not the only male to have
a good day for Wooster. Bryan Albani
dash
in the
'10 was runner-u- p
with a time of 6.88 and also finished
hurdles with a
fourth in the
behind
the third
time of 8.40, just .05
place runner. Rudy Gilman '08 finished
third in the sooo meters (9:07.65). Eric
Dyer '10 also had a strong day, finishing
third in both the long jump (18 feet,
11.75 inches) and triple jump (41 feet,

The College of Wooster men's and
women's indoor track teams kicked off
their seasons last weekend at the
er
in
Denison University
Ohio.
While the meet was
Granville,
it was a successful opener
for the Scots as several athletes put
together excellent showings.
Dierre Taylor '09 was the lone male
to take top honors for the Scots. Taylor
hurwon a photo finish in the
Mellon
dles,
edging
Carnegie
University's Chris Luther (8.25 to 8.28).
The Scots should expect more of the
same from Taylor as the season goes on
as he owns the Wooster record in that
event (7.85).
The women's team found even
more success as three Scots took top
honoree
honors. Two-tim- e
Kayla Miller '09 continued her successful track career, winning the
triple jump with a winning mark of
33 feet, 10.75 inches. However the
biggest story had to be the fantastic
debuts of Suzanne Capehart '11 and
Lid-Lift-

"We've

tremendous

non-scori-
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Drushal '09 returns as a hurdler (Photo courtesy OPI)

Nick Holt
Sports Editor

Andrew I'ogel is a sports editor. He can
be reached at avogel 10wooster.edu
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received
sup
port from the community. That
support gives you strong feelings
for the community and the supporters," said Moore.
That unique environment is why
Moore has been here for 21 years,
and Moore is the reason this team
has been so fantastically successful.
"Whether you're an athlete or
not, faculty care for the students.
It's good to work at a place like
that," said Moore.
With any luck, Moore will be
here until he's at least close to Joe
Paterno's age. If that's the case,
Moore will only add the finishing
touches on the very fine foundation
'
he's already set

SO-pl- us

j

V

of supporters of
the program.

STEVE MOORE
MEN'S BASKETBALL HEAD COACH

conies second to the student. That's
a rare thing in this day and age when
Florida State football players
miss the Music City Bowl for academic cheating.
student-athlete- s.
, "Our players are
Their top priority is to get an excellent education and prepare themselves for life after Wooster. That's
what's special about coaching at a
place like Wooster," he said.
That's one of the reasons Moore
has stayed at Wooster for so long
and has had no desire to coach at the
Div. I level. The student-athlet- e
is
what really gets this guy going, even
more so than all that hardware that
sits in his office.
el
Div. I schools like
"At
UNC and Duke, you're able to get

pick-and-ro-

f

20-pl-

"Whether you're an athlete or not, faculty
care for the students. It's good to work
place like that."
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5.25 inches).
The Scot women had a strong day in
the field with a pair of second place finishes. Ali Drushal '09 finished second in
the pole vault (9 feet, 0.25 inches).
Fellow junior Katie Dale recorded secon-

AC

finish in the shot put (34 feet,

d-place
1 1

inches).

Wooster will look to build on their
success as they return to
Granville this Saturday for the North
Coast Athletic Conference Relays.
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Men's Top 25 Rankings
Washington U (11) (14-2- )

Mcn'i Basketball
1.)
(11-6- )
)
1. ) Wittenberg
(14-3- )
2. Wooster (7-(11-6- )
)
3. ) Ohio Wesleyan
(12-5- )
)
4. ) Wabash
5. ) Kenyon (5-6. ) Hiram )
)
)
7. ) Allegheny
8. ) Oberlin
)

2.) Amherst (8) (16-2- )
3.) Rochester (3) (15-1- )
4.) Hope (14-2- )
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(6-2-
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Feb. 2, 7:30 p m.
Ohio Wesleyan
Feb. 6, 7:30 p m
Hiram
Feb. 9,2:00 p m Wabash

)

(3-1- 4)
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(3-1- 2)
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Women's Basketball
Feb. 9, 7:30 p m
Kenyon

(5-1- 2)

6)
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)

(6-1- 0)

4)

PoU Key
Team (No. 1 Votes) (Record)
'Poll According to D3hoops com, as of Jan. 7. .

4)

)

(6-2-

5)

4)

UW-Plattevil-

(9-0-

(6-2-

21.) Elmhurst (13-(13-4- )
22.)
23.) Guilford (12-4- )
24.)Wheaton(lll.)(I3-4- )
25 ) St. Thomas (14-3- )

er

UW-Steve-

l.)Kenyon

)
2.) Ohio Wesleyan
(10-7- )
)
3.) Denison
)
4.) Wittenberg
5.) Wooster (3-6.) Allegheny (2-7.) Oberlin (2-8.) Hiram (1-9.) Earlham

3)

(15-2- )
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UW-Whitewat-

4)

(0-1-
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Upcoming Home Games:

16 )

7.) Puget Sound (14-2- )
(14-3- )
8.)
9.) Brandeu (12-4- )
10.) Augustana (13-4- )
11.) Centre (16-1- )
12. )
Point (14-13. ) Williams (15-3- )
14. ) Virginia Wesleyan (13-3- )
(13-3- )
15. ) Mary Hardin-Baylo- r

(8-9-

(3-1-

(2-6-

9)Earlham(0-8)(2-15-

6.)-Capit-

0)

(3-5-
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Men's Top 25 Rankings (continued)
Plattsburgh State (14-2- )
17.) Stevens (15-2- )
'
18.) Wooster (14-19.) Lawrence (13-1- )
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Standings Key
Team (NCAC Record) (Overall Record)
'Standings taken from Northcoast.org. the offi- rial site of the NCAC. All standings as of,
January 30, 2008.
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Men flatten Earlham, prepare for OWU
Andrew Vogel
sports Editor
After a tough overtime loss to
Wittenberg University (11-1)
two
weeks ago, the Scots have come out firing, beating Denison University
by 40 on Jan. 23 and Earlham
7--

6,

(0-1- 7,

0-- 8)

College

(2-1-

by 2 1 on Jan. 26.

0-- 8)

5,

Currently tied with Wittenberg (12-atop the conference standings, the
team hosts Ohio Wesleyan University
2)
(l
tomorrow evening in a very
important matchup for both teams.
Last Saturday, Wooster
faced off against Earlham. The game
was tight early on, as Wooster had
only a two point, 20-1-8 lead midway
through the first half. However, an 0
run proved crucial as the Scots put up
nt
a
lead with 8:37 to go in the
6,

8-- 1)

6--

1- -5,

-

'

ten-poi-

'

first half.
,
After the 0 run, the Scots continued to pad their lead. James Cooper '08
.

8--

L

rs
made two key
to give
the Scots a comfortable advantage at
the end of the first half. By halftime,
three-pointe-

-

the Scots had turned what was a close
game at the start into a 40-2- 5 lead.
In the second half, Earlham convert-

-

ed a few early buckets to make it a 44-- 27
game. However, that was the closest
the Quakers would ever come as the
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Devin, Fulk '08, the third leading scorer on the season, had a
15 points against Earlham (Photo courtesy OPI).

for his sharp shooting and distin
guished four-yecareer, led the Scots
with 15 points. Fulk took only six
shots, but made the most of them by
hitting five, including three from
behind the arc.
Robert Melick ' 10, who has been at
his best coming off the bench after
starting earlier in the year, tied his

66-4-

tremendously and has made a big difference in the paint late in games.
Their emergence is significant given
that the team had to replace its top
two big men coming into this season.
"Those players have stepped forward
and continued to improve," said head
coach Steve Moore. "Evan Will was
the one guy who did have experience
coming in. Bryan Wickliffe came
to us as a very talented newcomer and
he's continued to improve. Rob
Melick, while he was with us last
year, was also inexperienced coming
into this season, and he's continued to
improve. He's played some of his best

ar

68

victory over the Quakers.
The Scots shot an impressive 56 percent from the field (35 of 62). The
team also made 1 of 26 three-poin- ts
(42 percent), but the real difference in
the stat sheet was on the glass. The
Scots owned the boards, nearly doubling Earlham's rebounding output by
. a total of 37 to just 19 by the Quakers.
It showed on the scoreboard
.

1

.

with 13 points. Melick was
on field goal attempts.
Cooper and Bryan Wickliffe '11
added 12 each, while Brandon Johnson

career-hig- h
six-of-ei-

ght

'09 and Evan Will '08 chipped in
apiece. Wickliffe led the team in

points,

ce

''

I

I
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team-hig- h

Scots then pulled off a 22-1- 0 run to
make it 2 with more than 1 1 min-

second-chan-

W.

compared to just six by Earlham.
Wooster also capitalized in the

1 1

rebounds with seven, and Johnson
dished out six assists. Marty Bidwell
'09 had five steals.
With the emergence of Melick off
the bench, the post trio of Melick,
Will and Wickliffe has stepped up

turnover department. Wooster scored
22 of its points off Earlham's miscues.
Devin Fulk '08, who was recently
spotlighted in the Columbus Dispatch

Participate in the Blackout, Part

II

basketball lately."

Sports Editor
Thirteen seniors went out with a
bang last Saturday as the men's and
women's swimming teams handily
defeated Wheeling Jesuit University
and 138-3- 3,
by scores of 133-5- 7
respectively.
For the men, Logan LaBerge '10,
Michael Saltzman "10 and Joe
Witkowski '08 each came away with
wins in multiple events. LaBerge
touched the board first in the 200
backstroke (2:01.64) and the 200 IM
(2:05.89). Saltzman won in the 100
freestyle (49.37) and 200 freestyle
(1:51.13).
Witkowski took first in the longer
races, both in the 500 freestyle
(5:24.86) and the. 1650 freestyle
(18:45.15). Witkowski finished, his
career with quite a day. It was the
last home meet for the senior.
Matt Dominski '08 also came up
with a win in his last senior meet,
winning the 200 butterfly (2:07.96).
Eric Babbitt capped a win in the 50
free (22.73).
Diver Alex Gauvin '08 also came
up with a victory in the final meet of
his collegiate career, with a first
place finish and score of 232.30 on
er
the
boards.
For the women, Meggie Edwards
'09 won two events, in the 50 free
(25.52) and the 200 backstroke
(2:20.81). Molly Bittner '09 came in
first in the 200 free (2:06.03).
For the divers, Caitlin McNulty '10
er
won both the
and the
three-met- er
with scores of 209.30
and 207.55, respectively
Tomorrow, the team travel to
Grove City College (8-- 3 men, 7
women). It is their final regular sea
son meet of the year.

'

one-met-
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Wilson's crucial shots beat Earlham
Johann Weber.

71

post-playe-

up-and-co-

The team plays its biggest game of
the season so far tomorrow evening
when Ohio Wesleyan comes to town.
While the battle for NCAC supremacy

Jesuit

Andrew Vogel

me

8--

Wooster had 18

usually comes down to the rivalry
game between Wittenberg and
Wooster, Ohio Wesleyan has showed
that they are a force to be reckoned
with this season. The Bishops currently sit third in the standings, but
already have done something the Scots
haven't this season
beat
Wittenberg.
After Wooster lost to the Tigers in
overtime on Jan. 19, Ohio Wesleyan
turned around and knocked off
Wittenberg 70-6It was an especially
thrilling victory for Ohio Wesleyan
because they had trailed the entire
game, but finished with a stunning
rally in the last two minutes of the
game to knock off Wittenberg's nine-gawinning streak. The Bishops will
come into Timken Gymnasium with
plenty of momentum. A win for Ohio
Wesleyan would put them in the driver's seat of the conference race, and
the Scots would no longer control
their own destiny.
Moore said that while the annual
Wittenberg-Woost- er
gets all the
attention and hype, tomorrow's game
against Ohio Wesleyan will be equally
important. "It's going to be a difficult
game and an important game. Ohio
Wesleyan has a lot of size. Their
rs
are very talented.
They're going to come in here with a
lot of confidence after beating
Wittenberg. It'll be a great game,"
said Moore.
Moore encouraged fans to show up
to tomorrow's game with the same
level of enthusiasm and intensity that
they usually save for the Wittenberg
showdown. He also asked students to
wear black, and black out the gym for
this important conference game. This
game with Ohio Wesleyan is going to
be of the same magnitude. It'd be
great to have that same kind of atmosphere for this game," he said.
If Wooster is able to hold on against
the
Bishops, students
will have even more incentive to get
hyped for another spirited Saturday
night showdown. Wittenberg comes to
town in just two weeks.
7.

(14-3,7- -1)

utes left in the ballgame. The Scots
cruised the rest of the way for an 89--

Swimmers
run over

u

Senior Sports Writer

r
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For the second week in a row, the
women's basketball team has made the
second half an amazing one. This time,

i

the game ended in dramatic fashion,
complete with a phenomenal buzzer-beatithree-poi- nt
shot, followed by
another astounding three point shot to
secure the overtime win over Earlham
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The Scots, now
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overall and 4
in conference play, witnessed amazing
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performances and a much stronger
sense of unity against Earlham thari
they did earlier last week (Jan. 23),
when they fell 60-4-2 to Bluffton.
"In the following weeks, we will work
hard and focus to iron out the mishaps
that occurred, and get back on track for
conference play" said Rebecca Hartsock
'10 of the team's loss to Bluffton.
But the team pulled together despite
the absence of Kim Wenz ' 10, thanks in
part to Meredith Wilson '09 and her
rs
two clutch
(Wilson
scored both the game-tyin- g
final regulation shot, and the three point shot
with 1.7 seconds left that gave Wooster
the win in overtime), Wooster earned a
very important NCAC win.
"It was a slow start, but the second
half flowed well and we worked together to chip away at their lead," said
Hartsock. "Most importantly, we never
gave up. We played a good half of solid
team basketball.
Wilson
really
stepped it up hitting those shots. She
played an outstanding game."
Kelly Aughenbaugh
'10 echoed
Hartsock's feelings, "Our team as a
whole all came together, it is the little
things that we do together that help us
succeed. For instance, making the extra
pass, for a better shot, or boxing your
girl out so she does not get a rebound,
but someone on your team can."
In addition to her game-endithree
pointers, Wilson led the team in points

)
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three-pointe-

Tomorrow night, the Wooster men's basketball team hosts
Ohio Wesleyan in a crucial game. Head coach Steve Moore
encourages students to "black out" the gym for this important
contest (Photo courtesy OPI).

Help the Voice Cover Your Event
The sports section is looking to expand their
coverage on
sports
non-intercolleg-

iate

on campus.

If there's something that we're missing, or you
feel deserves more attention, contact us at

voicesportswooster.edu

Aughenbaugh '10 has come off the bench this season and
provided strong defense (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
Kelly

with

19 (12

three-poi- nt

of which came courtesy of
shots), while Kaitlin Krister

'10 continued her excellent season with
1 7 points for the
game.
With Earlham behind them, Wooster
must prepare for some strong competition, with their next three bouts pitting
them' against Allegheny (Jan. 30),
Wittenberg (Feb. 2) and Ohio Wesleyan
(Feb. 5). Fortunately for Wooster, their
win oyer Earlham, coupled with an
exciting win over Hiram on Jan. 19, has
given the team the courage they need
off against the NCAC's strongest.
"Allegheny, Witt and OWU are all
solid teams in the conference. We will

will do the little things, play hard, have
fun and hopefully come out on top like I
believe we can."

For a team that struggled with the
beginning of their season and the loss
of numerous strong players last year,
they have found something more signif-

to-fac- e

ng

have to play a solid forty minutes of
team basketball, executing offensively
and defensively," said Hartsock. "We

icant: teamwork. "We are all learning
how each other plays, what our tendencies are and how to best work together.
We are becoming stronger mentally
and physically and look to get better
each day," said Aughenbaugh.

2O07-S0SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors
of sexual
assault For assistance contact:
O8

A group
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Nancy Anderson

Longbrake

MaryBader
Heather Fiti Gibbon

KaukeOOS

Pam Frese
Shirley Huston-FindlDianna Rhyan
Carroll Meyer

Kauke007

Kaukeoi4
ey

WishartllS
The Lilly House
Westminster Church

Ext

8038
Ext. 8357
Ext. 8371
Ext 8356
Ext. 8543
Ext 8301
Ext 8S08

Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or the Campus
Chaplain at Ext. 8608.
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
or Campus Security at Ext 8490.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
864-333- 3,

